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CF3OH, an important and controversial by-product of atmospheric decomposition of CF3CFH2
~HFC-134a! and other hydrofluorocarbons, has been examined by photoionization mass
spectrometry. The ionization onset is characterized by a broad Franck–Condon distribution, arising
primarily from a substantial elongation of the C–O bond upon ionization. An upper limit to the
adiabatic ionization potential~IP! of < 13.086 0.05 eV has been established. The appearance
potentials ~APs! of the first two fragments have been accurately determined by fitting with
appropriate model functions as AP0~CF2OH

1/CF3OH!<13.83060.005 eV and
AP0~CF3

1/CF3OH!<13.99660.005 eV. While the exact nature of the lowest-energy fragment
~nominally CF2OH

1! is not clear, the CF3
1 fragment threshold leads unambiguously to

DHf 298
+ ~CF3OH!>2217.260.9 kcal/mol and D298~CF3–OH!<115.260.3 kcal/mol. With pre-

viously derived DHf 298
+ ~CF3O!52151.821.1

11.7 kcal/mol, this yields D298~CF3O–H!
5117.521.4

11.9 kcal/mol, very close to, or only slightly weaker than the O–H bond energy in water:
D298~CF3O–H!–D298~HO–H!521.821.4

11.9 kcal/mol'0 kcal/mol. Similarly, with the recently
redetermined value forDHf

+ ~CF2O!, this implies a 298 K reaction enthalpy for the 1,2-elimination
of HF from CF3OH of 2.821.1

11.7 kcal/mol. CF3OF and CF3OCl have also been examined by photo-
ionization. CF3OF produces a very weak parent, with an apparent adiabatic IP~CF3OF!
<12.71060.007 eV. An analysis of the CF3

1 and CF2O
1 fragments from CF3OF, when combined

with literature data, suggestsDHf 298
+ ~CF3OF!52176.921.3

11.8 kcal/mol. The fitted value for the
appearance potential of CF3

1 from CF3OCl, AP0~CF3
1/CF3OCl!<12.8560.01 eV, leads to

DHf 298
+ ~CF3OCl!>2175.661.0 kcal/mol,D298~CF3–OCl!<88.460.3 kcal/mol, andD298~CF3O–

Cl!<52.821.5
12.0 kcal/mol. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!03122-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrofluorocarbons~HFCs! and hydrochlorofluorocar
bons ~HCFCs! are generally perceived as environmenta
friendlier alternatives to chlorofluorocarbons~CFCs! and ha-
lons ~bromofluorocarbons and bromochlorofluorocarbon!,
which have been implicated in the anthropogenic deple
of stratospheric ozone.1 The general idea is that most of th
fluorine ends up bound as HF, thus having little effect on
ozone budget.2 However, it has been established recently t
oxidative degradation of HFC-134a (CF3CFH2), HFC-143a
(CF3CH3), HFC-125 (CF3CF2H), HFC-23 ~CF3H!, HCFC-
123 (CF3CCl2H), and others can produce CF3 radicals. By
reaction with O2 or NO, these are readily converted3 to
CF3O, which may be involved in catalytic ozone remov
cycles.4 Although recent studies strongly suggest that the
evant rate coefficients are low,4~b!,5 the ozone depletion po
tential of HFCs ultimately depends on how efficient
CF3O can be removed from the damaging cycle. Amo
various possibilities, a prominent group of chain-terminat
reactions are those that convert CF3O to CF3OH by hydrogen
abstraction from suitable donors, such as hydrocarbons6 and
perhaps even water.7,8 The ultimate fate of stratospheri
CF3OH is not clear at this time; however, it has been sho
that it has a very long lifetime with respect to unimolecu
decomposition9( . 104 yr) or photolysis10( ; 106 yr), with a
significantly shorter lifetime with respect to heterogeneo
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decomposition in the troposphere.11 Thus, it appears that the
strength of the O–H bond energy is an important factor
determining whether CF3OH is a good sink for stratospheri
CF3, or merely a long-lived reservoir.

From experimental observations on chlorine-initiated d
composition of HFC-134a, Wallingtonet al. recently7 con-
cluded that CF3O radicals react with H2O, producing
CF3OH and OH, suggesting that the O–H bond energy
CF3OH must be comparable to that in water, i.e
D298~CF3O–H!512063 kcal/mol. This surprisingly high
value seems to be corroborated by a number of theore
studies.7,12–18However, as Benson19 pointed out, there is a
significant volume of experimental data20 which, when com-
bined with bond additivity19,20 and other empirical
estimates,19 appears to firmly establishD298~CF3O–H!
510962.5 kcal/mol~see Table I and also Ref. 21!. The basic
disagreement of; 10–11 kcal/mol between the ‘‘low’’ and
the ‘‘high’’ bond energy arises from the fact that the the
retical DHf

+ (CF3OH) is lower by ;2–7 kcal/mol than the
empirical value, whileDHf

+ (CF3O) is higher by ;2–8
kcal/mol than the values suggested by the experiments.

In trying to resolve this issue by theoretical mean
Montgomeryet al.16~a! and Schneider and Wallington17 have
shown that a significant portion of the discrepancy ste
from the fact that the ab initio value DHf

+ ~CF2O!
52145.361.7 kcal/mol, is; 7 kcal/mol higher than the
911111/11/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Review of literature values forD298(CF3O–H), DHf 298
+ (CF3OH), andDHf 298

+ (CF3O) ~all in kcal/
mol!.

D298(CF3O–H) DHf 298
+ (CF3OH) DHf 298

+ (CF3O) Source

12063 ••• ••• Wallingtonet al.a

119.462 2217.762 2150.462 Schneider and Wallingtonb

••• 2217.4 ••• Sanaet al.c

119.461.5 ••• ••• Dixon and Fernandezd

111.82121.9 ••• ••• Bock et al.e

••• 2217.762 ••• Montgomeryet al.f

;119 2217.762.0 2149.262.0 Schneider and Wallingtong

118.2 2220.7 2154.5 Schneideret al.h

109 2213.561.5 2156.761.5 Batt and Walshi

10962.5 221561 215761.5 Bensonj

••• ••• 2155.461.1 Schneideret al.k

124.763.6 ••• ••• Hueyet al.l

aReference 7, based on the experimental observation that CF3O radicals react with H2O and supported byab
initio calculations at the MP4 level.
bReference 12, theoretical value at the MP4 level.
cReference 13, theoretical value.
dReference 14, theoretical value.
eReference 15~b!; the range is obtained by combining theoretical values at the MP4 level from Ref. 15~a! with
experimental bond energies for CH4, C2H6, and H2O.
fReference 16~a!, based on the theoretical value at the G2 level and isogyric reaction schemes.
gRecommended values from Ref. 17, based on a combination of various theoretical calculations and
mental data from Ref. 20.
hReference 18, theoretical values at the MP2 level.
iReference 20;DHf

+ (CF3O) is derived from a variety of experimental data, whileDHf
+(CF3OH) is estimated

from bond additivity.
jReference 19, reiterating data from Ref. 20 and adding another estimate forDHf

+ (CF3OH) based on homoth-
ermicity of OH and F.
kReference 21, reiterating experimental data from Ref. 20, but avoiding the use of JANAF’s valu
DHf

+(CF3OF).
lFrom L. G. Huey, E. J. Dunlea, and C. J. Howard, J. Phys. Chem.100, 6504~1996!; the bond energy is base
on experimental gas-phase acidityDacidH298

+ ~CF3OH!5329.862.0 kcal/mol and an estimated electron affini
EA~CF3O!5108.563.0 kcal/mol.
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JANAF22 value, DHf 298
+ ~CF2O!52152.760.4 kcal/mol, to

which the experimental19,20 DHf
+ (CF3O) is referred. The

claim that the generally accepted tabulated value,22,23which
is based on a determination of the enthalpy of hydroly
~quoted to6 0.2 kcal/mol! and other experimental measur
ments, is in error by such a significant amount, has b
recently investigated by us.24 Our photoionization study o
CF2O yieldedDHf 298

+ ~CF2O!>2149.120.7
11.4 kcal/mol and in-

dicated unequivocally~since ours is a strict lower limit! that
the tabulated22,23value is indeed too low, albeit only by 3–
kcal/mol. However, our study also implied that the theore
cal values16~a!,17 are most likely too high by 3–4 kcal/mo
which brings into question the accuracy of calculated he
of formation for other fluorine-rich compounds, includin
CF3OH. Curtisset al.

25 have very recently performed a re
assessment ofGAUSSIAN-2 ~G2! and density functional theo
ries ~DFT! and concluded that the largest deviations betw
experiment and theory tend to occur for molecules hav
multiple fluorine atoms.

The best approach to solve this puzzle is to provide
dependent experimental evaluations of eith
D298(CF3O–H) or DHf 298

+ (CF3OH). Although CF3OH has
long been considered to belong to a category of compou
that were too unstable to be prepared in bulk, Seppelt and
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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colleagues26 succeeded in synthesizing this material and
ported that it had some measure of kinetic stability at s
ambient temperatures. Therefore, it appeared to us th
might be feasible to examine this compound by photoioni
tion mass spectroscopy. To this end we have undertaken
present study.

II. EXPERIMENT

The photoionization apparatus employed in this stu
was described recently in some detail.24 The present experi-
ments utilized primarily the He Hopfield continuum and, in
few instances, the many-lined Werner and Lyman emiss
bands of H2. The nominal photon resolution was 0.84 Å~full
width at half-maximum!. All measurements of light intensity
were performed via a sodium salicylate transducer couple
an external photomultiplier. The H2 lines, or, in the case o
He Hopfield continuum, the superimposed NeI, N II , and HI
lines provided an accurate internal wavelength calibrati
The uncertainty in the wavelength scale depends on the
sity of experimental points, and is believed to be accurate
6 0.2 Å in most spectra presented here.

Trifluoromethanol, CF3OH, was prepared by the reac
tion of trifluoromethyl hypochlorite, CF3OCl, with HCl in
, No. 22, 8 June 1997
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9113Asher et al.: Photoionization of trifluoromethyl compounds
CClF3 solvent as the mixture was gradually warmed fro
liquid-nitrogen temperature to2 100 °C.26~b! The reaction
was carried out in a 3/4 in.-o.d. Kel-F tube fitted with
Kel-F needle valve. The solvent and excess HCl were
moved by pumping at2 130 °C, and the Cl2 by-product at
2 100 °C. Trifluoromethanol was stored at liquid-nitrog
temperature in the reaction vessel. No decomposition
observed even after many days of storage.

Trifluoromethyl hypochlorite, CF3OCl, and trifluorom-
ethyl hypofluorite, CF3OF, were prepared by the cesium
fluoride-catalyzed addition of ClF and F2, respectively, to
carbonyl fluoride, CF2O, at temperatures between2 78 °C
and ambient.27 For both preparations, the anhydrous C
catalyst was dried before use by heating in an atmosphe
F2. The catalyst was mixed with 3/16-in.-diam stainless st
balls in a Monel reaction vessel to permit effective agitatio
The product was distilled from the reaction vessel into
Monel pressure vessel, in which it was stored at amb
temperature. No decomposition of either compound was
served during storage.

Technical-grade CF2O was obtained from PCR, Inc. an
ClF from Ozark–Mahoning. Chlorotrifluoromethan
CClF3, and anhydrous HCl were obtained from AGA Sp
cialty Gases, and anhydrous cesium fluoride was purcha
from Aldrich.

The flow of CF3OH into the photoionization apparatu
was controlled by regulating the temperature of the sam
vessel with a suitable slush bath, rather than by throttl
with a valve. The best results were obtained with a slush
‘‘aged’’ methanol, which had picked up some moisture fro
the air and, depending on its composition, could hold a sta
temperature between2 98 and2 104 °C throughout the day
During our initial attempt to admit the CF3OH into the in-
strument, we were only able to detect the decomposi
products CF2O and HF. By making successive modificatio
to the inlet system, we were able to improve significantly
ratio of CF3OH to its decomposition products. The chang
consisted of shortening as much as possible the trans
path from the sample vessel to the ionization region, as w
as removing all metal surfaces from the sample path
replacing them with components fabricated from Teflon™
Kel-F. In the process we learned that even the smallest
seemingly unimportant metal components~such as a 2-cm-
long piece of 1/4-in.-o.d. tubing inside the vacuum, at
inlet of the ionization cell! can cause considerable decomp
sition of CF3OH.

Both the trifluoromethylhypochlorite, CF3OCl, and the
trifluoromethylhypofluorite, CF3OF, were admitted directly
into the instrument from their Monel storage cylinders. T
sample pressure was reduced by cooling the cylinder in
appropriate slush bath; acetone/dry-ice (278 °C) was used
for CF3OCl; and n-pentane (2131 °C) for CF3OF. The
sample flow was further controlled by a relatively coar
inlet needle valve. Since CF3OCl was causing a very rapi
deterioration of the particle multiplier, the number of me
surements performed with this sample was kept to a b
minimum.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The supportingab initio calculations on CF3OH were
performed using theGAUSSIAN 94 package.28 Geometries of
neutral and ionic species were optimized at the M
~second-order Mo” ller–Plesset! level using the 6-31 G(d,p)
basis set.29 Prior to use, the calculated harmonic frequenc
were scaled by 0.89.

The thermodynamically relevant experimental fragme
tation thresholds were obtained by least-squares fits of
data with appropriate model functions. This approach
been shown to produce appearance potentials of significa
greater accuracy and reliability than graphical extrapolat
methods.24,30,31The relevant details of this method have be
presented recently elsewhere.24 The model functions used
here have been obtained by convoluting a flexible kerne
the form$12 exp@ 2B(hn 2ET)#%with an internal energy dis-
tribution function of the formEh exp(2 aE), wherehn is the
photon energy,ET is the fragmentation threshold, andB, h,
anda are adjustable parameters.24 Parameterh of the func-
tion representing the internal energy distribution of the n
tral parent was predetermined with the aid of Haarhof
expression32 for the density of states, computed numerica
in the range of interest by using either calculat
(CF3OH), experimental

33 (CF3OF), or estimated (CF3OCl)
frequencies.34 Parametera was obtained by imposing th
requirement that the overall function corresponds to the c
rect amount of average internal energy available for fr
mentation at 298 K~0.090 eV for CF3OH, 0.113 eV for
CF3OF, and; 0.12 eV for CF3OCl!. In most cases where th
model function provides an adequate description of the
served threshold, and the statistical scatter of the experim
tal points is small or moderate, the quality of the fit~as
determined by the Gaussian criterion! is a surprisingly sen-
sitive function of the threshold valueET , with an associated
uncertainty similar to, and often even smaller, than the
certainty in the wavelength calibration.

IV. RESULTS

A. Overview and parent ionization of CF 3OH

Table II lists a typical mass spectrum of CF3OH ob-
served at the HeI resonance line at 584.33 Å~21.218 eV!.
The intensities are not corrected for the inherent mass
crimination function of the quadrupole mass spectrometer
fraction ofm/e 5 66 (CF2O

1), and essentially all ofm/e
5 20 (HF1) can be attributed to ionization of CF2O and HF,
since some CF3OH was heterogeneously decomposing in t
inlet in spite of all precautions. Using the ratio of signals24 at
m/e 5 66 and 47 from pure CF2O, one concludes that no
more than 1/3 ofm/e 5 47 (FCO1) in Table II can be attrib-
uted to fragmentation of CF2O. Therefore, CF3

1 and FCO1

are the two most prominent fragments from CF3OH, fol-
lowed by CF2OH

1. Parent ionization contributes less tha
10% to the total ionization.

The HeI mass spectrum in Table II shows thatm/e
5 85 ~CF3O

1 fragment! is at the lower limit of detectability.
This frustrates the most direct approach to determ
, No. 22, 8 June 1997
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9114 Asher et al.: Photoionization of trifluoromethyl compounds
D0(CF3O–H), which would have been to determine the a
pearance potential~AP! of the CF3O

1 fragment from
CF3OH, and to combine it with a separately determined io
ization potential ~IP! of CF3O, i.e., D0~CF3O–H!
5AP0~CF3O

1/CF3OH!2IP~CF3O!. This approach would
also have to account for the possibility that them/e 5 85
fragment can correspond to the isomeric~and likely more
stable! CF2OF

1. The fact that fragmentation to CF2OF
1 re-

quires rearrangement, while CF3O
1 may be less favored en

ergetically, is probably the inherent reason for the weakn
ofm/e5 85 fragment.

The next best approach to obtainD(CF3O–H) is to de-
termine DHf

+ (CF3OH) from the appearance potential of
suitable fragment. Table II suggests that CF3

1 is probably the
best candidate for this purpose. Of the other fragments,
heat of formation of CF2OH

1 is less well established, while
CF2O

1 and FCO1 are very difficult to use because of co
comitant signals from the decomposition product CF2O,
which occur at slightly lower energy. Furthermore, FCO1

from CF3OH corresponds to a second-generation fragm
and is not a prime candidate for thermodynamical inferenc

Figure 1 shows an overview of the photoion yield s
nals obtained from CF3OH between; 950 and 650 Å. The
relative intensities of the ion yield curves reflect the tr
abundances as measured through our quadrupole mass
The FCO1 signal is corrected for the contribution arisin
from fragmentation of CF2O, while the relatively small sig-
nals corresponding to CF2O

1 and HF1 ~; 1/12 and; 1/16 of
the CF3

1 intensity at; 750 Å, respectively! are omitted alto-
gether. They were interpreted as arising predominantly fr
parent ionization of the heterogeneous decomposition p
ucts, because their shapes matched rather closely kn
spectra of CF2O and HF.

Figure 1 shows that parent ionization of CF3OH corre-
sponds to a relatively small overall contribution. Th
CF3OH

1 yield attains its maximum at; 900 Å and, after a
slight decline, maintains essentially a constant intensity
one proceeds to shorter wavelengths. Both CF2OH

1 and

TABLE II. A typical photoionization mass spectrum of the CF3OH sample
at 584.33 Å[ 21.218 eV. The intensities are not corrected for the quad
pole mass discrimination function.

m/e Species Relative intensity

86 CF3OH
1 11.5

85 CF3O
1 ,0.05

69 CF3
1 91.1

67 CF2OH
1 39.6

66 CF2O
1 @10.9#a

50 CF2
1 3.7b

47 FCO1 100.0c

20 HF1 6.1d

aHeavily contaminated by CF2O from heterogeneous unimolecular decom
position of CF3OH.
bUp to 1/4 of this intensity may be due to fragmentation from the deco
position product CF2O.
cNot more than 1/3 of this intensity is due to fragmentation of the deco
position product CF2O.
dMostly from heterogeneous unimolecular decomposition of CF3OH.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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CF3
1 appear relatively early, at; 900 Å. Figure 2 displays

the threshold regions of CF3OH
1, CF2OH

1, and CF3
1 in

greater detail. From its onset, which appears to be rat
rounded, the CF3OH

1 parent ion keeps growing toward
shorter wavelength until it culminates in a cusp (; 902 Å),
at which point the CF2OH

1 fragment starts appearing. Th

-

-

-

FIG. 1. An overview of the photoion yield curves of the parent CF3OH
1 and

its principal fragments, covering; 950–650 Å. At shorter wavelength only
sparse points have been recorded. The relative abundance of all spec
correctly depicted in the figure, apart from quadrupole transmission fact
The relatively small signals corresponding to CF2O

1 and HF1 ~; 1/12 and
; 1/16 of the CF3

1 intensity at; 750 Å, respectively! were omitted, since
they were attributable to parent ionization of the heterogeneous decomp
tion products~CF3OH→CF2O1HF!. The FCO1 signal shown is corrected
for the contribution arising from fragmentation of CF2O.

FIG. 2. The threshold regions of CF3OH
1, CF2OH

1, and CF3
1 from

CF3OH. The parent ion displays a rounded onset, which is a consequenc
a significant change in geometry upon ionization. The adiabatic thresh
can be muddled by the presence of hot bands, which may be difficul
distinguish from vanishingly small Franck–Condon factors. Toward shor
wavelength, the growth of CF3OH

1 terminates in a cusp coinciding with the
onset of the first fragment, CF2OH

1, which experiences a similar effect a
the onset of the next fragment, CF3

1.
, No. 22, 8 June 1997
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9115Asher et al.: Photoionization of trifluoromethyl compounds
growth of CF2OH
1 is, in turn, terminated in a cusp related

the onset of the CF3
1 fragment. Such a pattern, where grow

is stopped rather suddenly at the onset of the subseq
fragmentation process, can be interpreted as a sign tha
internal energy of the parent is well randomized and t
quasi equilibrium theory provides an adequate descriptio
the unimolecular decomposition. Thus, the fragmentation
sets of both CF2OH

1 and CF3
1 look promising in providing

thermodynamically useful information.
The pronouncedly rounded onset of the parent is an

dication of a broad Franck–Condon envelope, reflectin
significant change in geometry upon ionization. Upon clo
scrutiny of several independent scans, it was determined
the first detectable departure of the parent ion signal from
background level occurs at 9516 2 Å [ 13.046 0.03 eV.
This would nominally correspond to an upper limit
IP~CF3OH!, if one were to disregard possible obfuscati
from hot bands.

The importance of hot bands and the nature of
change in geometry upon ionization was further investiga
by theoretical methods. The predicted adiabatic IP
12.65 eV' 980 Å ~at the MP2 level and including zero-poin
energy corrections! is much lower than the experimental
observed onset. The vertical IP is predicted to oc
; 0.95 eV higher (13.60 eV' 910 Å), implying a very
broad Franck– Condon envelope. Table III lists MP2 op
mized geometries and scaled frequencies for CF3OH and its
cation. The values for the neutral species are similar to th
published previously.16 The calculated geometries indica
that ionization causes a considerable increase~0.300 Å! in
the C–O bond length, and is expected to cause exten
progressions of; 660 and 350 cm21. Based on the calcu

TABLE III. MP2/6-31G(d,p) optimized geometries of CF3OH and
CF3OH

1 and scaled harmonic vibrational frequencies.a

CF3OH CF3OH
1

r (CO)/Å 1.351 1.651
r (CF8)/Å 1.332 1.279
r (CF)/Å 1.352 1.290
r (OH)/Å 0.966 0.997
/F8CO/° 108.3 102.2
/FCO/° 112.2 102.3
/COH/° 108.1 112.0
/F8COH/° 180.0 180.0

Frequencies/cm21 3468 3146
1302 1366
1200 907
1116 1311
1026 842
810 664
564 354
555 504
535 503
403 286
391 291

@208#b @63#b

aCalculated harmonic frequencies are scaled by a factor of 0.89.
bFrequency corresponding to internal rotation.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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lated changes in geometry, and assuming that the nor
modes in the ion correspond to orthogonal harmo
oscillators,35 we constructed a simulated Franck–Condon
velope. Surprisingly, the influence of room-temperature
bands was relatively minor, and appeared to shift the ap
ent threshold toward lower energy only by; 0.04 eV.
Therefore, correcting the experimental onset by a sim
amount yields a conservative upper limit o
IP~CF3OH!<13.0860.05 eV.

B. The CF3
1 and CF2OH

1 fragments from CF 3OH

Figure 3 displays the threshold region of the CF3
1 frag-

ment in more detail. The solid line is a least-squares
with a threshold model function, obtained as outlined in S
III. The fitted threshold value is AP298~CF3

1/CF3OH!
<13.90660.005 eV~< 13.9966 0.005 eV at 0 K!.

Figure 4 shows the threshold region of the CF2OH
1

fragment in more detail. As opposed to the threshold reg
of the CF3

1 fragment, CF2OH
1 appears to display a wea

sloping tail, extending to lower energy. The fit~the solid line
in Fig. 4! accommodates for this by incorporating a line
background, with the relevant parameters obtained by pr
ting the tail region between 13.2 and 13.4 eV. Apart fro
this inclusion of a linear background, the model curve
analogous to that for CF3

1 , and uses the identical interna
energy function. The resulting threshold value
AP298~CF2OH

1/CF3OH!<13.74060.005 eV~<13.83060.005
eV at 0 K!. These, as well as all other thermodynamica
relevant values obtained in this work are summarized
Table IV.

C. Photoionization of CF 3OF

Figure 5 provides an overview of the ion yield curv
resulting from photoionization of CF3OF. The relative ion
yields reflect the intensities as measured through our qu

FIG. 3. The threshold region of the CF3
1 fragment from CF3OH. The solid

line is a least-squares fit with a threshold model function~see the text!
yielding AP0~CF3

1/CF3OH!<13.99660.005 eV.
, No. 22, 8 June 1997
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9116 Asher et al.: Photoionization of trifluoromethyl compounds
rupole mass filter. The most prominent species is the C3
1

fragment. The CF2O
1 curve contains a small contributio

from parent ionization of the residual CF2O precursor used in
the synthesis of CF3OF. The FCO

1 curve was omitted from
Fig. 5, because it was completely attributable to fragmen
tion from the CF2O impurity.

The parent CF3OF
1 ion is very weak, but measurable

Immediately following the ionization onset it shows a ve
brief region of growth, after which it essentially levels o
The threshold region is depicted in more detail in Fig. 6, w
points at 0.5 Å intervals. With some prudence due to

FIG. 4. The threshold region of the CF2OH
1 fragment from CF3OH. The

solid line is a least-squares fit with a threshold model function~see the text!
yielding AP0~CF2OH

1/CF3OH!<13.83060.005 eV.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
-

e

weakness of the parent signal, one concludes that the ad
batic ionization onset of CF3OF is , 12.7826 0.007 eV
(970.06 0.5 Å), and most likely< 12.7106 0.007 eV
(975.56 0.5 Å). This is significantly lower than the value of
13.0 eV listed in the compilation of Liaset al.36 A cusplike
feature, centered at 9566 1 Å (12.976 0.01 eV), denotes the

FIG. 5. An overview of the photoion yield curves of the parent CF3OF
1 and

its principal fragments, covering; 1000–700 Å. The relative abundances
of various ions are correctly depicted in the figure, apart from quadrupo
transmission factors. The parent CF3OF

1 is very weak, but measurable.
Discernible in the CF2O

1 signal as two mild humps~at ; 800 and
; 845 Å! is a small contribution from parent ionization of the CF2O precur-
sor used in the synthesis of CF3OF and present as a minor impurity. The
FCO1 curve is omitted from this figure, since it was completely attributable
to fragmentation from this CF2O impurity.
TABLE IV. Summary of measured and deduced thermodynamically relevant quantities.

Quantity 298 K 0 K

IP~CF3OH! ••• <13.0860.05 eV
AP~CF3

1/CF3OH! <13.90660.005 eV <13.99660.005 eV
AP~CF2OH

1/CF3OH) <13.74060.005 eV <13.83060.005 eV
IP~CF3OF! ••• <12.71060.007 eV

(,12.78260.007 eV)
AP~CF3

1/CF3OF! ;12.960.1 eV ;13.060.1 eV
(,13.2760.10 eV) (,13.3860.10 eV)

••• ;12.9760.01 eV
AP~CF2O

1/CF3OF! ;14.160.1 eV ;14.260.1 eV
AP~CF3

1/CF3OCl! <12.73660.007 eV <12.8560.01 eV
DHf

+ (CF3OH) 2217.260.9 kcal mol 2215.360.9 kcal/mol
DHf

+ (CF3OF) 2176.921.3
11.8 kcal/mol 2175.521.3

11.8 kcal/mol
(.2186.063.4 kcal/mol) (.2184.663.4 kcal/mol)

DHf
+ (CF3OCl) 2175.661.0 kcal/mol 2174.260.9 kcal/mol

DHr
+(CF3OH→CF2O1HF) 2.821.1

11.7 kcal/mol 1.621.1
11.7 kcal/mol

DHf
+ (CF2OH

1) <84.261.0 kcal/mol <85.260.9 kcal/mol
PA~CF2O! >132.421.2

11.7 kcal/mol •••

D(CF3O–H) 117.521.4
11.9 kcal/mol 116.421.4

11.9 kcal/mol
D(CF3–OH) 115.260.3 kcal/mol 113.960.3 kcal/mol
D(CF3O–Cl) 52.821.5

12.0 kcal/mol 52.321.5
12.0 kcal/mol

D(CF3–OCl) 88.460.3 kcal/mol 87.660.3 kcal/mol
D(CF3O–H)–D(HO–H) 21.821.4

11.9 kcal/mol 21.721.4
11.9 kcal/mol
, No. 22, 8 June 1997
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9117Asher et al.: Photoionization of trifluoromethyl compounds
termination of the growth of the parent signal and the on
of the CF3

1 fragment.
Figure 7 depicts the threshold region of the CF3

1 frag-
ment in greater detail. It should be noted that the fragm
curve displays a long tail extendingbelow the measurable
ionization onset of the parent. Although unusual, this is n
entirely surprising, since the internal energy of the neut
CF3OF should, at least in principle, be available for fragme
tation even if the nominal photon energy is below the ad
batic IP. Somewhat more surprising is the appearance o
small humplike structure in the tail region, centered almo
exactly at the ionization onset of CF3OF, ; 12.70 eV. The
origin of this feature is not clearly understood at this tim
and perhaps relates to some second-order process.

The solid line in Fig. 7 is an attempted model fit of th
experimental data, carried out in a fashion analogous to

FIG. 6. The threshold region of the parent CF3OF
1 ion. The growth of this

very weak species is terminated in a cusplike structure (9566 1 Å) corre-
sponding to the onset of the first fragment, CF3

1.

FIG. 7. The threshold region of the CF3
1 fragment from CF3OF. The frag-

ment displays a long tail extending below the nominal ionization onset
the parent, and an unusual humplike structure centered at the adiabatic
the parent. The solid line is an attempted fit with a threshold model funct
~see the text! and provides only an upper limit to the AP. The model
unable to reproduce the roundness in the tail, mainly because the frag
yield curve is distorted by unfavorable Franck–Condon factors for par
ionization.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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described in Sec. IV B.37 Clearly, the fit is far from perfect,
and it misses most of the curvature in the tail region. Th
the fitted threshold value of 13.386 0.10 eV~at 0 K! is just
an upper limit to the true value. In all likelihood, the frag
mentation threshold is distorted by Frank–Condon fact
for parent ionization, as was recently31 found to be the case
in CF3Cl. This inference is supported by the very small g
between the onsets of the CF3OF

1 parent and CF3
1 fragment,

and the related weakness of the parent, both of which
even more pronounced than in CF3Cl.

Given these complications, it appears that a better e
mate of the CF3

1 fragmentation onset can be derived from th
position of the cusplike termination of growth of the pare
~Fig. 6!, found to occur at 12.976 0.01 eV. Another estimate
can be obtained from examining the amount of misfit in F
8; this leads to; 13.06 0.1 eV. The CF2O

1 fragment can
provide an additional handle on the thermochemistry
CF3OF. Figure 8 displays the shape of this fragment yie
curve, after subtracting the contribution attributable to par
ionization of the CF2O impurity present in the sample. Th
amount of correction was determined from the requirem
that two broad peaklike structures, visible in Fig. 5
; 845 Å (; 14.7 eV) and; 800 (; 15.5 eV) and originat-
ing from direct ionization of CF2O, disappear after subtrac
tion of the known24 parent spectrum. Separately, the relat
amount of the FCO1 fragment attributable to ionization o
CF2O was used to reduce the measured FCO1 signal from
the CF3OF sample; the level of correction for the CF2O im-
purity that optimally compensated the humps in the CF2O

1

ion yield also completely~and rather exactly! canceled the
FCO1 signal recorded from the CF3OF sample. The cor-
rected CF2O

1 fragment yield in Fig. 8 displays a low-
intensity pseudolinear fragmentation onset, followed by
second, much more pronounced growth at higher ene
which correlates with the termination of growth of th
CF2OF

1 fragment and presumably corresponds to the s
ondary fragmentation to CF2O

112F. The weakness of the
primary fragmentation process leading to CF2O

11F2, is at-
tributable to steric hindrance, since it requires the concer

f
of
n

ent
nt

FIG. 8. The shape of the CF2O
1 fragment yield curve from CF3OF after

subtracting the contribution from the CF2O impurity. The solid line is an
approximate fit~see the text!, yielding AP0~CF2O

1/CF3OF!'14.260.1 eV.
, No. 22, 8 June 1997
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9118 Asher et al.: Photoionization of trifluoromethyl compounds
elimination of fluorine atoms from opposite ends of t
CF3OF molecule. In addition, the process has to comp
with the well-developed fragmentation generating CF3

1. The
solid line in Fig. 8 is an approximate fit by a model functio
which incorporates two linear kernels and ‘‘fluctuations’’ f
the higher energy secondary fragmentation.24 While the ap-
proximate nature of the fit makes the onset of the second
process highly uncertain, the fit suggests a tentative app
ance potential for the primary process of 14.26 0.1 eV~0 K!.

D. The CF3
1 fragment from CF 3OCl

With CF3OCl we focused our attention primarily on th
CF3

1 fragment ion yield curve, given the deleterious effe
that this sample had on our particle multipliers. The par
ionization of CF3OCl and other fragments were explore
only in a very cursory fashion, and no attempt was made
construct an overview spectrum. Nevertheless, it was p
sible to establish clearly that parent ionization constitute
significant portion of the total ionization yield, and th
CF3

1 is an early and strong fragment. For example, at
Ne I line (743.7195 Å[ 16.671 eV!, CF3

1 appeared to be the
most abundant species, while the parent CF3O

35Cl was the
next largest signal at about half of that intensity.

Figure 9 displays the threshold region of CF3
1 from

CF3OCl. The solid line is the model fit, carried out as d
scribed above for CF3OH and CF3OF. The fitted threshold is
AP298~CF3

1/CF3OCl!<12.73660.007 eV, corresponding to
12.856 0.01 eV at 0 K.

V. DISCUSSION

A. DHf
+(CF3OH), D0(CF3–OH), and D0(CF3O–H)

We have recently established31 that DHf 0
+ ~CF3

1!
598.160.9 kcal/mol. With23 DHf 0

+ ~OH!59.3560.05 kcal/
mol, our AP~CF3

1/CF3OH! leads to DHf 0
+ ~CF3OH!

FIG. 9. The threshold region of the CF3
1 fragment from CF3OCl. The solid

line is a least-squares fit with a threshold model function~see the text!,
yielding AP0~CF3

1/CF3OCl!<12.8560.01 eV.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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>2215.360.9 kcal/mol, equivalent toDHf 298
+ ~CF3OH!

>2217.260.9 kcal/mol. This value is extremely close
several theoretical estimates,12,13,16,17but discernibly lower
than the estimates based on group additivity properties.19,20

Subtracting the best currently available value31 of
IP~CF3!59.05560.011 eV from our AP~CF3

1/CF3OH! di-
rectly yields D0~CF3–OH!<113.960.3 kcal/mol ~< 115.2
6 0.3 kcal/mol at 298 K!. The path toD(CF3–OH) is
more circuitous and requires the knowledge
DHf

+ (CF3O). We have recently recommended24

DHf 298
+ ~CF3O!52151.821.7

11.7 kcal/mol, based on our new
value24 for DHf 298

+ ~CF2O!5 2149.120.7
11.4 kcal/mol and the

room-temperature enthalpy of 21.76 0.9 kcal/mol for the re-
action CF3O→CF2O1F that can be derived from data liste
by Batt and Walsh.20 The latter reaction enthalpy does n
appear to be contested, since it is very close to 2
6 2.6 kcal/mol, which is implied by the theoretical12,17

DHf
+ values for CF2O and CF3O.
With DHf

+ (CF3OH) derived above, the recommende
value for DHf

+ (CF3O) leads to D298~CF3O–H!
5117.521.4

11.9 kcal/mol ~or 116.421.4
11.9 kcal/mol at 0 K!, imply-

ing that the O–H bond energy in CF3OH is more than 13
kcal/mol higher than the analogous bond energy
methanol38 and quite close to the O–H bond in water.23

In fact, when the error bar is considere
D298(CF3O–H)2D298~HO–H!521.821.4

11.9 kcal/mol'0 kcal/
mol. The present result is significantly closer to the hi
bond energy of; 120 kcal/mol proposed originally by Wall
ington et al.7 than to the low value of; 109 kcal/mol sug-
gested by Benson.19 The relatively high bond energy sug
gests that CF3OH is a reasonably good sink for stratosphe
CF3O. However, since it seems that nominallyD(HO–H)
> D(CF3O–H), reaction with OH radicals may be capab
of recycling CF3O from CF3OH.

The value ofDHf
+ (CF3OH) derived above also implie

that at 298 K the reaction enthalpy for the 1,2-elimination
HF is 2.821.1

11.7 kcal/mol ~1.621.1
11.7 kcal/mol at 0 K!. This, as

well as other thermodynamical values derived in this wo
are summarized in Table IV.

B. DH
f
+(CF2OH

1)

Combining DHf
+ (CF3OH) determined above an

AP~CF2OH
1/CF3OH! leads to DH

f 0

+ ~CF2OH
1!<85.2

60.9 kcal/mol ~or 84.26 1.0 kcal/mol at 298 K!. This is
; 32 kcal/mol higher than the heat of formation~52 kcal/
mol! listed by Liaset al.36 and derived from the generall
accepted value for the proton affinity39 PA~CF2O!
5160.5 kcal/mol~based on measurements by McMahon a
collaborators40! and the JANAF22 value forDHf

+ (CF2O). Us-
ing the new24 DHf

+ (CF2O) instead of the tabulated value, w
obtain 56.16 2 kcal/mol~298 K! for the heat of formation of
protonated carbonyl fluoride, still 28.1 kcal/mol lower tha
the value implied by AP~CF2OH

1/CF3OH!.
Technically, experimental fragmentation thresholds

upper limits to the true values, and therefore the discrepa
is in the allowed direction. However, the shape of the i
yield curve and the quality of the threshold fit in Fig.
, No. 22, 8 June 1997
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9119Asher et al.: Photoionization of trifluoromethyl compounds
suggest that our value is more than just a coarse upper l
The only hint for a possible existence of a lower ener
fragmentation process is the weak sloping tail extending
lower energy. The shape of the threshold suggests tha
fragmentation either does not involve rearrangement, or
such rearrangement is unusually facile and efficient. In
absence of rearrangement, the isomeric structure most li
generated by the fragmentation of CF3OH

1 is CF2OH
1, cor-

responding to a simple bond scission.
The massive discrepancy between the values

DHf
+ (CF2OH

1), as obtained from AP~CF2OH
1/CF3OH) or

PA~CF2O) is puzzling. The heat of formation of CF2OH
1

implied by PA~CF2O) is such that fragmentation of CF3OH
would have to commence at; 12.6 eV, below the observ
able ionization threshold. Consequently, one would exp
the parent to be very weak and the primary process at
adiabatic ionization onset to be the appearance of
CF2OH

1 fragment. This is clearly not the case here. O
possible explanation is that the CF2OH

1 asymptote is not
readily reachable from the CF3OH

1 manifold accessible by
direct ionization, perhaps because of a barrier. In this c
the measured onset of CF2OH

1 would correspond either to
the top of the barrier or to some suitable excited state
CF2OH

1, which effectively opens a new dissociation asym
tote. A slight variation on this theme is that the observ
fragmentation processes and the PA experiments acces
ferent isomers of protonated carbonyl fluoride.

In order to shed some more light on this situation,
have performed exploratoryab initio calculations at the
MP2/6-31G(d,p) level. These were unable to indicate a
singlet or triplet structures that would be lower in ener
than CF2OH

1. Instead, a structure corresponding to FCO1

with an HF moiety roughly perpendicular to it and; 2.2 Å
away~C–F distance!, was found to represent a minimum o
the potential energy surface roughly midway between
most stable CF2OH

1 structure and the FCO11HF asymp-
tote. However, even if the observed threshold correspond
such an adduct, it is not apparent why the fragmenta
pathways of CF3OH

1 would ignore the generation o
CF2OH

1 by a simple bond scission. Clearly, a more elab
rate theoretical study of the CF3OH

1 and CF2OH
1 systems

is needed before a definitive answer can be given.

C. DHf
+(CF3OF)

The fitted appearance potential of the CF3
1 fragment

from CF3OF obtained in Sec. IV C is only an upper limit t
the true value. Using23,41 DHf 0

+ ~OF!525.962.3 kcal/mol
leads to DHf 0

+ ~CF3OF!.2184.663.4 kcal/mol. JANAF22

lists2 180.86 3.1, but their value was derived by referen
to DHf

+ (CF2O), which has since been shown
24 to be too low

by at least 4 kcal/mol. Also, there appears to be a proble37

with JANAF’s correction from 298 to 0 K.
A better approach toDHf

+ (CF3OF) is to use experimen
tal data evaluated by Batt and Walsh,20 which can be
combined42 to give the reaction enthalpy at 298 K fo
CF3OF→CF2O1F2 of 27.86 1.1 kcal/mol, somewhat lowe
than the 30.16 3 kcal/mol adopted by JANAF.22 Our ap-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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proximate AP0~CF2O
1/CF3OF!'14.260.1 eV, when

coupled with24 IP~CF2O!513.02460.004 eV, yields 28
6 2 kcal/mol, further corroborating the reaction enthal
derived from Batt and Walsh.20 This yields
DHf 298

+ ~CF3OF!52176.921.3
11.8 kcal/mol, or2 175.521.3

11.8 kcal/
mol at 0 K, over 5 kcal/mol higher than the JANAF22 value.
Using this heat of formation of CF3OF, one obtains
AP0~CF3

1/CF3OF!512.9960.13 eV, significantly lower than
our fitted upper limit of 13.46 0.1 eV, but very close to the
estimates based either on the amount of misfit in Fig. 7 or
the position of the cusplike structure in the parent CF3OF

1

ion yield ~Fig. 6!.

D. DHf
+(CF3OCl)

Our AP0~CF3
1/CF3OCl!, with the well established22,23

DHf 0
+ ~OCl!524.1560.03 kcal/mol yields DHf 0

+ ~CF3OCl!
>2174.260.9 kcal/mol, equivalent to 2175.661.0
kcal/mol at 298 K. This in turn leads to
D0~CF3O–Cl!<52.321.5

12.0 kcal/mol ~52.821.5
12.0 kcal/mol at 298

K!, which compares very well with the upper limit o
, 53 kcal/mol determined experimentally by Rengara
et al.43 The value of AP0~CF3

1/CF3OCl!, when combined
with IP~CF3!, producesD0~CF3–OCl!<87.660.3 kcal/mol,
equivalent to 88.46 0.3 kcal/mol at 298 K.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our study of CF3OH by photoionization mass spectrom
etry yields IP~CF3OH!<13.0860.05 eV, and, by accurate
fitting of the fragmentation threshold regions, AP0~CF3

1/
CF3OH!<13.99660.005 eV and AP0~CF2OH

1/CF3OH!
<13.83060.005 eV. The appearance potential of the C3

1

fragment from CF3OH proves useful in deriving
DHf 298

+ ~CF3OH!>2217.260.9 kcal/mol, corroborating re
cently calculatedab initio values12,13,16,17for this quantity.
Together with IP~CF3!59.05560.011 eV, it also implies
D298~CF3–OH!<115.260.3 kcal/mol. Using the recently24

recommended DHf
+ (CF2O) the present value o

DHf
+ (CF3OH) leads to a reaction enthalpy for the 1,

elimination of HF of DHr 298
+ 52.821.1

11.7 kcal/mol ~1.621.1
11.7

kcal/mol at 0 K!.
Combining DHf

+ (CF3OH) with DHf
+ (CF3O) derived

previously,24 leads toD298~CF3O–H!5117.521.4
11.9 kcal/mol.

This is significantly closer to the high bond value origina
proposed by Wallingtonet al.,7 and backed by severalab
initio calculations,12,14,17,18 than to the low value of
;109 kcal/mol suggested by Benson19 on the basis of group
additivity estimates. When error bars are included, th
D298(CF3O–H)2D298~HO–H!521.821.4

11.9 kcal/mol'0 kcal/
mol. However, if one disregards the error bars, th
D(CF3O–H) is nominally slightly lower thanD(HO–H).
This is in contrast to the original conclusion by Wallingto
et al.,7 but perhaps in good accord with the more recent
servation that CF3O does not appear to give rise to appr
ciable hydrogen abstraction from water.8

The appearance potential of CF2OH
1 from CF3OH leads

to DHf 298
+ ~CF2OH

1!<84.261.0 kcal/mol, which is
, No. 22, 8 June 1997
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9120 Asher et al.: Photoionization of trifluoromethyl compounds
;28 kcal/mol higher than the value deduced fro
PA~CF2O!, and may correspond to a different structure.

Photoionization of CF3OF produces a very weak paren
with an apparent adiabatic IP~CF3OF!<12.71060.007 eV,
significantly lower than previous values derived by pho
electron spectroscopy.36 The threshold region of the CF3

1

fragment from CF3OF is suppressed by unfavorable Franc
Condon factors for parent ionization, and a direct fit est
lishes only an upper limit of AP0~CF3

1/CF3OF!,13.38
60.10 eV. However, the cusplike termination of growth
the CF3OF

1 parent ion, at; 12.976 0.01 eV, provides
a better estimate for the onset of the CF3

1 fragment and
is compatible with the value of DHf 298

+ ~CF3OF!
52176.921.3

11.8 kcal/mol proposed here on the basis of oth
arguments, which include an approximate determination
AP0~CF2O

1/CF3OF!'14.260.1 eV. The latter appearanc
potential is in excellent agreement with the reaction entha
for CF3OF→CF2O1F2 of 27.8 6 1.1 kcal/mol ~298 K!,
which can be derived from data evaluated by Batt a
Walsh.20

The fitted value for the appearance potential of C3
1

from CF3OCl, AP0~CF3
1/CF3OCl! < 12.856 0.01 eV, leads

to DHf298
+ ~CF3OCl!>2175.661.0 kcal/mol,D298~CF3–OCl!

<88.460.3 kcal/mol, andD298(CF3O–Cl!<52.821.5
12.0 kcal/

mol. The latter value is in very good agreement with t
upper limit of,53 kcal/mol determined recently by Reng
rajanet al.43
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